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sort order start your review of dark justicewrite a review
apr 28, 2020 addy rated it it was amazing · review of
another edition shelves: 2020 another masterpiece by
jack higgins with sean dillon at the peak of his powers.
the irish touch once again makes this novel extra special.
the old school ira names and even the british gangsters
were so believable. and so was the entire russian
entourage. set in the post 9/11 world, this no holds
barred, non stop action ride doesn&apos;t have a single
dull moment. starts off with an assassination attempt on
the us president and ends with an assault on an irish
country home. couldn&apos;t have asked for an another
masterpiece by jack higgins with sean dillon at the peak
of his powers. the irish touch once again makes this novel
extra special. the old school ira names and even the
british gangsters were so believable. and so was the
entire russian entourage. set in the post 9/11 world, this
no holds barred, non stop action ride doesn't have a
single dull moment. starts off with an assassination
attempt on the us president and ends with an assault on
an irish country home. couldn't have asked for anything
more.
4.5/5 ...more flag 1 like · like · see review mar 02, 2016
rebecca rated it it was amazing · review of another
edition shelves: read-not-kept, adult-adventure-read,
russian-books-read, adult-terrorism-read, owned-read-notkept, books-in-sets-on-going brilliant! i love this series they just get better and better! the characters are so well
done and i love the way they manage to tie in to each
other with little references to things that happened in the
previous books in the series. i can always rely on higgins
for a good bit of fun easy reading - the perfect pick me up
after a bad book! 5 stars. flag 1 like · like · see review
view 1 comment jun 28, 2014 lisa james rated it liked it ·
review of another edition first read by this specific author.
darkly funny, fast paced, engaging storyline, great actionadventure/thriller/crime genre book. kind of reminded me
of tom clancy or clive cussler in style. not my favorite
genre as a rule, but i really got a kick out of this one. flag
1 like · like · see review dec 16, 2019 salman hyder rated
it really liked it · review of another edition this review has
been hidden because it contains spoilers. to view it, click
here. i read this book in two slots of time. i ended it while
reading up in terrace enjoying the deep foggy morning.
the story plot runs smooth and fast. the characters are
well thought out. the visual description is precise and not
too tautological. i liked the character of sean dillion.
though i first thought blake might have much to offer, he
was sided off. roper was an interesting character as well.
this story seems to have taken characteristic inspiration
from a barrage of famous tales like batma i read this book
in two slots of time. i ended it while reading up in terrace
enjoying the deep foggy morning. the story plot runs
smooth and fast. the characters are well thought out. the
visual description is precise and not too tautological. i
liked the character of sean dillion. though i first thought
blake might have much to offer, he was sided off. roper
was an interesting character as well. this story seems to
have taken characteristic inspiration from a barrage of
famous tales like batman and robin, james bond and
indiana jones. the plot is interspersed with climaxes and
suspense you would wonder how they came about. the
death of belov and novikova off the shore when billy
zeroed in on the bomb tank was the icing on cake. it put
the period to story at right moment. all in good, satisfied.
...more flag like · see review jul 13, 2019 debra jeakins
rated it it was amazing · review of another edition dark
justice by jack higgins is the first of the series i have read.
i can tell you now, it wont be the last . the fast pace of the
book, as well as the twists and turns in the plot make this
a must read for anyone who likes the thrill of spy novels.
sean dillon,in his 12th book of the series is after a
russian/muslim group who are plotting to kill not only the
president but the leaders of the free world, and they have
already tried to assassinate the president!!
loved dark justice. dillion is t dark justice by jack higgins is
the first of the series i have read. i can tell you now, it
wont be the last . the fast pace of the book, as well as the
twists and turns in the plot make this a must read for
anyone who likes the thrill of spy novels.
sean dillon,in his 12th book of the series is after a
russian/muslim group who are plotting to kill not only the
president but the leaders of the free world, and they have
already tried to assassinate the president!!
loved dark justice. dillion is the type of character who has
zero pc and plenty of guts and skill. he will stop and
nothing,even murder to protect the prime minister and the
free world leakers from the russians and the muslims.

...more flag like · see review mar 28, 2022 william rated it
liked it · review of another edition shelves: paperback,
sean-dillon i haven’t read anything by jack higgins in
some time and sort of forgot that while the plot and action
moves along quite quickly, that is part of my problem.
things happen too quickly. i don’t need super long
shootouts or battles, but i’d like more than “he entered
the room and shot him twice in the heart”. lots of dialogue
propel the story which isn’t all bad, but there is very little
description to give this novel any context. the differences
between washington, baghdad and london are minimall i
haven’t read anything by jack higgins in some time and
sort of forgot that while the plot and action moves along
quite quickly, that is part of my problem. things happen
too quickly. i don’t need super long shootouts or battles,
but i’d like more than “he entered the room and shot him
twice in the heart”. lots of dialogue propel the story which
isn’t all bad, but there is very little description to give this
novel any context. the differences between washington,
baghdad and london are minimally discussed and are
irrelevant to the plot to kill the president. still, i was
entertained enough and knew what i was getting into
when i picked this up. quick and dirty action! ...more flag
like · see review may 16, 2019 lesley rated it it was
amazing · review of another edition shelves: fiction i
particularly like the sean dillon character. i started reading
jack higgins years ago and then after a lapse in my
reading habits, have started reading again. dillon is quite
the intriguing man...always up for a fight so to speak but
underneath a big soft spot for those he really cares
for.....he is smart, reliable, and in fact even
honorable....his past activiites in the ira surfaces from
time to time in these fast paced stories. i&apos;ve been a
fan of jack higggins&apos; writings for quite a number o i
particularly like the sean dillon character. i started reading
jack higgins years ago and then after a lapse in my
reading habits, have started reading again. dillon is quite
the intriguing man...always up for a fight so to speak but
underneath a big soft spot for those he really cares
for.....he is smart, reliable, and in fact even
honorable....his past activiites in the ira surfaces from
time to time in these fast paced stories. i've been a fan of
jack higggins' writings for quite a number of years and
recommend them highly to those readers who enjoy
intrigue. ...more flag like · see review oct 27, 2019 dave
rated it it was ok · review of another edition shelves: own
i love jack higgins and specifically the sean dillion series.
however, this book is far too similar to the previous book,
“bad company”. the plot points seem to parallel each
other with little variations. without providing spoilers, it
seems the magic, which worked well in “bad company”,
was duplicated with a new protagonist (who assumes the
previous villain’s empire). i was distracted and put off by
these similarities. my goal is to read all the dillon series,
but i think its time to take a bre i love jack higgins and
specifically the sean dillion series. however, this book is
far too similar to the previous book, “bad company”. the
plot points seem to parallel each other with little
variations. without providing spoilers, it seems the magic,
which worked well in “bad company”, was duplicated with
a new protagonist (who assumes the previous villain’s
empire). i was distracted and put off by these similarities.
my goal is to read all the dillon series, but i think its time
to take a break. ...more flag like · see review mar 30,
2020 mike miller rated it liked it · review of another
edition shelves: no i&apos;m not a fan of espionage
because i have found most to be slow-moving and more
intellectual than action. also, i have a hard time
remembering the characters&apos; roles.
i liked the way mr. higgins told what was going on in one
paragraph and then the next paragraph telling what was
going on at the same time with other characters. also. i
liked how he kept the reader informed of who was who
quite often. still not a fan of espionage but mr. higgins did
a good job making it bearable and more interesting i'm
not a fan of espionage because i have found most to be
slow-moving and more intellectual than action. also, i
have a hard time remembering the characters' roles.
i liked the way mr. higgins told what was going on in one
paragraph and then the next paragraph telling what was
going on at the same time with other characters. also. i
liked how he kept the reader informed of who was who
quite often. still not a fan of espionage but mr. higgins did
a good job making it bearable and more interesting than
others have. ...more flag like · see review sep 24, 2019
tabitha chamberlain rated it liked it · review of another
edition while this is typical terrorist are vile plot line, this is
also the first book i&apos;ve read of higgins, i did find i
liked the main dillon while totally missing what the point of
the book blurb was about. the story was interesting but
more you know what&apos;s going in the first part of the
book and the middle part gives you backstory then ending
wraps it all together. if you&apos;re looking for a
cliffhanger this is not it. easy weekend read, but probably
won&apos;t stay with you for long. while this is typical
terrorist are vile plot line, this is also the first book i've
read of higgins, i did find i liked the main dillon while
totally missing what the point of the book blurb was about.
the story was interesting but more you know what's going
in the first part of the book and the middle part gives you
backstory then ending wraps it all together. if you're
looking for a cliffhanger this is not it. easy weekend read,
but probably won't stay with you for long. ...more flag like
· see review oct 03, 2021 mr roy davidson rated it liked it
· review of another edition i&apos;ve not read a dillon
book for a number of years and i have forgotten how
cliche&apos;d and old fashioned the narrative. mr higgins
would not be allowed to publish such books today :).
anyway, sean the good bad &apos;un somehow
manages to top off all the baddies and not get a scratch
himself. back to the bad old russians and the ira again,
but it is sean dillon and jack higgins. i've not read a dillon
book for a number of years and i have forgotten how
cliche'd and old fashioned the narrative. mr higgins would
not be allowed to publish such books today :). anyway,
sean the good bad 'un somehow manages to top off all
the baddies and not get a scratch himself. back to the bad
old russians and the ira again, but it is sean dillon and
jack higgins. ...more flag like · see review jul 07, 2018
steve rated it really liked it · review of another edition july
2018 another favorite higgins! i&apos;ve decided to rate
the ones i like **** not ***** unless they are superlative, in
my opinion. because higgins employs some of the same
old same old tactics, this is a 3-4 star, not a 4-5 star. that
doesn&apos;t stop me from reading the series. july 2018
another favorite higgins! i've decided to rate the ones i
like **** not ***** unless they are superlative, in my
opinion. because higgins employs some of the same old
same old tactics, this is a 3-4 star, not a 4-5 star. that
doesn't stop me from reading the series. ...more flag like
· see review jul 22, 2018 lois baron rated it did not like it
· review of another edition a good first scene involves the
thwarting of an assassination of a u.s. president. then,
sadly, the book lacks tension, engaging characters, much
of a plot. perhaps it&apos;s fine for people who have
been with the series since the start. seriously deficit for
the rest of us. a good first scene involves the thwarting of
an assassination of a u.s. president. then, sadly, the book
lacks tension, engaging characters, much of a plot.
perhaps it's fine for people who have been with the series
since the start. seriously deficit for the rest of us. ...more
flag like · see review oct 12, 2020 john sullivan rated it
liked it · review of another edition i picked up this book at
one of those little roadside libraries. i was not inspired to
keep reading and usually only read a chapter or two at a
sitting. frankly, now a week later, i really can&apos;t tell
you anything about it. but it was free, so i have no regrets.
i picked up this book at one of those little roadside
libraries. i was not inspired to keep reading and usually
only read a chapter or two at a sitting. frankly, now a
week later, i really can't tell you anything about it. but it
was free, so i have no regrets. ...more flag like · see
review nov 15, 2021 ajitabh pandey rated it liked it ·
review of another edition shelves: fiction, ebook, action,
adult-fiction another adventure of sean dillon. this book
(like couple of other in the series), starts with an
attempted assassination of the us president. the book
starts at usa, and then moves on to the uk and, iraq
before finally ending at ireland. flag like · see review feb
22, 2022 robert rated it really liked it · review of another
edition somehow i find the sean dillon novels less than
credible but fun to read. when you start thinking, well, of
course what is happening is nothing more than pen and
ink, then maybe the author has exceeded the limits of
good writing. still, a good book. flag like · see review may
06, 2022 thea capazzi rated it it was amazing · review of
another edition enjoyable read
wonderful characters to create a story that moved a great
pace!
dillon is such an exciting character that knows what to do
a the
exact time necessary! fun to see the bad guys out foxed!
flag like · see review mar 11, 2017 ninamarie rated it
really liked it · review of another edition shelves: actionadventure liked this story...would be interested in reading
others.
best part was the audiobook had a reader who used a
variety of accents, making it very enjoyable to listen to!
flag like · see review jun 10, 2017 michael twyman rated
it really liked it · review of another edition love this series
of book with its different characters. especially like dillon
for his dark side flag like · see review jul 28, 2017 jackie
rated it it was ok · review of another edition not my style
of books. wasn&apos;t interesting enough for me. not my
style of books. wasn't interesting enough for me. ...more
flag like · see review may 19, 2018 sara rated it liked it ·
review of another edition disappointing and not a very
believable plot. flag like · see review jun 14, 2018 ginny
rated it liked it · review of another edition just barely 3
star. the characters are pretty one dimensional and the
plot so-so.
flag like · see review nov 26, 2018 mary rated it liked it ·
review of another edition i am a little behind in my
reviews. this was slow to get into, but i finally did and
finished it, but did not really care much about the
characters. flag like · see review apr 22, 2019 eve rated it
liked it · review of another edition i really like the
character dillon but the whole story wasn&apos;t that cool
but he made it okay i really like the character dillon but
the whole story wasn't that cool but he made it okay
...more flag like · see review dec 30, 2019 richard rated it
really liked it · review of another edition a fast paced
quick read. some of the gang were badly hurt at the end
of this one. maybe some changes are coming. flag like
· see review jan 02, 2020 marianne rated it liked it ·
review of another edition sometimes with a long running
series,it seems as though the author is just cranking it
out. flag like · see review aug 02, 2020 mel brannen
rated it liked it · review of another edition only read to p
68. i like jack higgins. maybe i just wasn’t in the mood for
a spy thriller. cia/mi6 vs kgb/al qu’da. flag like · see
review mar 06, 2021 davey rated it it was ok · review of
another edition irag, russian angle flag like · see review
mar 17, 2022 jeff rated it really liked it · review of
another edition a much more enjoyable book than the last
two. mainly because there was no more involvement of
the arab/british family of bad people (i think dillon killed
them all off, thankfully).
the story is much more irish/dillon-centric in this go-round
-- a better direction for higgins&apos; stories. there is u.s.
involvement at the beginning, but it turns into a good
ol&apos; fashion dillon vs. the russians story. 3.5 stars. a
much more enjoyable book than the last two. mainly
because there was no more involvement of the
arab/british family of bad people (i think dillon killed them
all off, thankfully).
the story is much more irish/dillon-centric in this go-round
-- a better direction for higgins' stories. there is u.s.
involvement at the beginning, but it turns into a good ol'
fashion dillon vs. the russians story. 3.5 stars. ...more flag
like · see review jan 04, 2014 alex gherzo rated it really
liked it · review of another edition dark justice, while not
one of the best sean dillon adventures, is a worthy entry
in the series. this time a british-born muslim assassin tries
to kill the american president and the aftermath sweeps
dillon and his allies into a battle with a russian oil
billionaire, a growing muslim terrorist umbrella and some
hired ira gunmen.
spoilers...

the weakest point of the novel are the villains. for the
most part they just aren&apos;t that interesting. josef
belov is given an entire chapter dedicated to his dark
justice, while not one of the best sean dillon adventures,
is a worthy entry in the series. this time a british-born
muslim assassin tries to kill the american president and
the aftermath sweeps dillon and his allies into a battle
with a russian oil billionaire, a growing muslim terrorist
umbrella and some hired ira gunmen.
spoilers...

the weakest point of the novel are the villains. for the
most part they just aren't that interesting. josef belov is
given an entire chapter dedicated to his backstory and
still seems underdeveloped. there was no real insight into
his psyche, just a list of things that happened to him.
throughout the book we get no sense of why he's doing
any of the evil things he does, other than just to do it
(hanna bernstein's attempts at psychological evaluation
are absurd, as are everyone's awe at her observations).
he's a billionaire oil magnate with no apparent political or
religious motivations and yet he's funding muslim
terrorists and attacking the us president? there's not even
any mention made of him profiting from the terror via his
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oil company (his oil reserves are in russia anyway). the
only thing it might be is that saddam hussein -- who gave
him his fortune -- asked him to do it, but this is very lightly
implied. his main henchman, yuri ashimov, is a little better
(at least he gets out on the front lines a little), but not
much. he's fiercely loyal to belov, but i see no reason
why. just because he served with him? dermot kelly and
tod murphy, belov's ira hirelings, are nobody's that never
seem like a substantial threat to dillon. the reader is left
waiting to see how long dillon will take to scrape them off
his shoe.
the exception, though, is greta novikova, ashimov's
girlfriend and partner in crime. she's much more
interesting than the rest. she's evil and cold-blooded, but
she also seems to have a sense of honor. she despises
the two thugs assigned to her in iraq and even kills one to
protect dillon because our hero had saved her life. then
she allows dillon and his compatriots to get away.
moreover, i like the effect she has on dillon: he likes her.
there's something about her that really appeals to him.
she's got a bit of a wicked streak to her, just like he does.
that, ultimately, is why he chooses to save her life. you
get the sense that dillon regrets they have to be enemies.
but in the end, dillon kills her, saying simply "she shouldn't
have joined." later he expresses bit of regret, chalking it
up to her saving his life, but i don't think that's all of it.
being ruthless takes a toll on dillon and greta helped
explore that. she was easily the best new character in the
book, and it's a shame she won't be coming back.
other than that, everything is as usual in a higgins book.
the pacing is very fast, the action is hard, and dillon is
funny and charming as ever. you want to have a drink
with him, being ever mindful that he could kill you as
easily as toast you. there were lots of ruminations on the
changing rules of war in modern times, specifically with
the war on terror pitting civilization against a new kind of
enemy and forcing us to adapt to survive. hanna
bernstein is the lone holdout for maintaining the rule of
law, while the rest -- though some are very uneasy -- see
the necessity of fighting fire with fire. i think it's clear
where higgins hangs his hat, but he acknowledges there
isn't an easy answer.
overall, a good but not quite great dillon novel. but even
when higgins isn't at his best, there are much worse ways
to spend your time than with sean dillon. ...more flag like
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